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7.0 Objective
After going through this unit, you should be able to:
l perform System tests;
l prepare Conversion plans;
l implements methods;
l know about different types of maintainance activity and issue

involved with it;
l prepare documentation for system requirement and  User Manual.
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7.1 Introduction
Testing is of vital importance as all information systems are designed by

a team of Software Engineers and end users have little or no knowledge of
system development. Testing is done to bridge the gap between the perceived
outcomes desired by the user to that of systems analysts and programming
team. The design specifications are requirements of the user and are
translated to working software by the programmer. Hence, it is the ability of
the programmer to code exactly as per the design specification that is to be
judged by testing the software module

System Development Life Cycle ends with the Implementation and
Maintenance phase of  the System . Testing the system as a single entity is
called system testing which actually differs from the unit and module testing
carried out during program development stage.

The sources of software faults during development process which
becomes the principle of System testing is shown in the diagram given below:

Figure 1
7.2 System Testing

System testing of software or hardware is testing conducted on a
complete, integrated system to evaluate the system’s compliance with its
specified requirements. System testing falls within the scope of black box
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testing, and as such, should require no knowledge of the inner design of the
code or logic.BLACK BOX TESTING is the Testing without knowledge of the
internal workings of the item being tested. Tests are usually functional.

System testing assumes that all parts of the system are correct and error-
free. Even though the system has been tested for individual components and
modules, there is no guarantee that the system after integration will work
as per the desired specification. System test involves a holistic approach for
testing the working of the application in totality.
7.2.1 Different Types of Testing

The following are various types of System Testing:
(1) Recovery Testing:

Recovery testing is the activity of testing how well an application is able
to recover from crashes, hardware failures and other similar problems.Errors
or any other processing faults must not cause overall system to fail. The
recovery time of the system after failure must be within a specific period and
tolerance limit. System failures are forced during this phase of testing by
introducing exceptions to see how the system responds to the case.

Examples of recovery testing:
l While an application is running, suddenly restart the computer, and

afterwards check the validness of the application’s data integrity.
l While an application is receiving data from a network, unplug the

connecting cable. After some time, plug the cable back in and
analyze the application’s ability to continue receiving data from the
point at which the network connection disappeared.

l Restart the system while a browser has a definite number of
sessions. Afterwards, check that the browser is able to recover all
of them.

(2) Security Testing:
Security testing is a process intended to reveal flaws in the security

mechanisms of an information system that protect data and maintain
functionality as intended. Due to the logical limitations of security testing,
passing security testing is not an indication that no flaws exist or that the
system adequately satisfies the security requirements. System used for
processing sensitive information are prone to high security risks. Individual
often tries to access unauthorized data for various reasons. Threats could be
external or internal. Hacking of passwords is a common problem. Individual
can use software to generate random passwords to gain access of the system.
Security testing takes care of these aspects of the system security.
(3) Stress Testing:

Stress testing (sometimes called torture testing) is a form of deliberately
intense or thorough testing used to determine the stability of a given system
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or entity. It involves testing beyond normal operational capacity, often to a
breaking point, in order to observe the results. Reasons can include:

l to determine breaking points or safe usage limits
l to confirm intended specifications are being met
l to determine modes of failure (how exactly a system fails)
l to test stable operation of a part or system outside standard usage
Stress test is designed to test the system as to how the system behaves

in abnormal situation. The aim of the stress test is to find the limit of quantity
or frequency of input after which the system fails. Stress test cases are
designed which require maximum memory and other resources; in excess
of what a normal situation demands.
(4) Performance Testing:

Performance testing is specifically important to embedded and real time
systems. It checks the run time performance of the system. It is often coupled
with stress testing.
(5) Response Testing:

Testing of response time is of special importance in OLTP (on-line
transaction processing systems like railway reservation system, points of sale,
etc.). Testing is done to measure the response time. The same is compared
with desired maximum response time. Usability and Documentation Testing:
Testing is done to review the usability and user friendliness of the software.
Most often, systems are provided with on-line help.
(6) Usability and Documentation Testing:

Testing is done to review the usability and user friendliness of the
software. Most often, systems are provided with on-line help  screen to help
the end user. This also includes whether proper care had been taken to
document the development stage of the project. User friendliness of the
system is often compromised, which may lead to problem during
implementation and maintenance of the system.

The following are the various activities involved during system testing:
Preparation of Test Plan: The first step in system testing is to prepare a
document called a Test Plan. Test plan is a document which outlines the
aspect of the system to be tested.

A workable Test Plan is prepared in accordance with the design
specification such as –

l Expected output from the system;
l Criteria for evaluating the output;
l Nature and Volume of test data; and
l Procedure for using the test data.
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(7) Specifications of User Acceptance Test:
User is involved to prepare test cases. These can be derived from the test

plan. Other parameters are test schedule, test duration and the person
delegated to carry out the user acceptance test.In case there is one customer
(a specific application designed for a specific use), a series of acceptance tests
are carried out to validate all the user requirements. But this is not possible
if the software is to be used by many customers (general purpose software
like word processor, etc.). An alternate approach is application of Alpha and
Beta testing techniques.
(8) Alpha Testing:

Alpha testing is a type of acceptance testing; performed to identify all
possible issues/bugs before releasing the product to everyday users or
public.  The focus of this testing is to simulate real users by using blackbox
and whitebox techniques. The aim is to carry out the tasks that a typical user
might perform. Alpha testing is carried out in a lab environment and usually
the testers are internal employees of the organization. To put it as simple as
possible, this kind of testing is called alpha only because it is done early on,
near the end of the development of the software, and before beta testing.
(9) Beta Testing:

Beta Testing of a product is performed by “real users” of the software
application in a “real environment” and can be considered as a form of external
user acceptance testing. Beta version of the software is released to a limited
number of end-users of the product to obtain feedback on the product quality.
Beta testing reduces product failure risks and provides increased quality of
the product through customer validation.

It is live testing of the software product and not controlled by the
developer. The customer tests the software using her/his own data records
and reports the bugs or problems in regular intervals to the developer. Many
organizations deploy specially trained personnel for system testing. The
problems of bugs uncovered in alpha and beta testing are fixed before the
product is shipped and installed in customer’s premises. Testing of complex
software can be time consuming and frustrating also. The aim of system
testing is to uncover every possible error that may come up at the user end.
The role of Data Processing Auditor (EDP auditors)/Information System
Auditor is quite involved during all stages of system development especially
during testing. Auditors can provide useful independent inputs to minimize
complications during maintenance.

The pictorial representation of various types of testing are as following:
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Figure 2
7.2.2 Conversion Plan

A  conversion plan is the design to change over from the existing system
to the new system. A properly designed conversion plan ensures a smooth
transition to the new system. Database is designed, created and installed by
using the existing data from the old system or by creating data manually.
Appropriate training of the end user is important as the success of any system
depends on the involvement of end user who is actually going to use the
system

A typical conversion plan is a document that consists of the following
information:

l Guidelines regarding Conversion processes involved and the roles
of end user.

l Planning conversion of files, creation of computer compatible files.
l Types of conversion to be undertaken depending on the existing

types of system. It could be from an existing manual system to a
newly designed system or from an existing old computerized system
to a newly designed enhanced system.

l Types of conversion may be parallel, phased or direct.
l Evaluation of hardware, software and related services
Actual conversion process involves equipments, personnel, data and

financial resources.
The process of conversion from the existing system (manual or

computerized) to the newly developed system can be performed in the
following ways depending on the criticality of the system and other related
issues :
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l Direct Conversion:
The  new system is directly installed and started . This kind of conversion

is although economical but the users of the system  are at the mercy of the
new system, hence direct installation can be very risky
l Pilot Conversion:

This is the middle path approach. Instead of converting all at once
throughout the organization, this kind of pilot installation involves
conversion/installation of system at a single pre-decided location. The
advantage of the pilot conversion is that the potential risk in case of failure
of the system is limited to a single location. Once the user is ascertained that
the implementation of the system has been successful in a particular
location, it is proposed to replicate the system in other locations.
l Parallel Conversion:

Under this kind of conversion, the old system is allowed to run alongside
the new system until the management and the end user are satisfied with
the result of the new system. It is compared with the new system to test
whether the functionalities covered by the old system are thoroughly covered
in the new system by comparing the outputs.
l Phased Conversion:

This is an incremental approach to switch over to the new system.
Different sub-systems of the new system is used in conjunction until the
whole new system is converted. This kind of approach for conversion limits
the potential risk of failure of the new system. In a phased installation as a
sub-system is made functional, actual results are visible before the whole new
system is made functional.
7.2.3 Implementation Methods

Systems Analyst along with the end user is fully involved in this stage
of system development life cycle. For successful implementation of the system
the following implementation strategy should be adopted.

l Operating staff involvement
l Incremental change
l Socio-technical approach
The different Stages of system Implementation consist of  Planning,

Installation of hardware and Software Equipment, System Testing with
realistic data, Training of staff, managers etc, Files Conversion, Changeover
Strategy, System Strategy and  System Review Plans.
7.3 Maintenance

Maintenance of the system after implementation is a major activity
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considering the total life of a software product. Maintenance is important to
make the system current and relevant in a changing organizational
environment.

Any maintenance activity comprises the following four key stages:
l Help Desk: A preliminary analysis of the change request submitted

by the user through a formal change request will be done, and if the problem
is sensible, it is accepted.

l Analysis: Managerial and technical analysis of the problems are
undertaken to investigate the cost factors and other alternative solutions.

l Implementation:The maintenance team implements the chosen
change/solution  as  well as tested by them. All infected components are to
be identified and brought in to the scope of the change. Unit test, integration
test, user-oriented functional acceptance tests and regression test strategies
are provided.

l Release: The changes are released to the customer, with a release note
and appropriate documentation giving details of the changes.
7.3.1 Different Maintenance Activities

Once the system is fully implemented and starts operating, the
maintenance phase begins.

The following are the different types of maintenance activities:
l Corrective Maintenance: This type of maintenance is to rectify design,

coding and implementation problems detected after the implementation of
the System. This kind of problem generally surfaces immediately after the
system is implemented. This type of problem needs immediate attention as
it hampers the day to day work of the end user. Proper planning and
interaction with the end user during system development process can
minimize Corrective Maintenance. In spite of the all these kinds of
maintenance, these constitute more than 60 percent of total maintenance
effort. Corrective maintenance is very much undesirable. Care should be
taken to see that normal business operations are not disturbed because of it.

l Adaptive Maintenance:  Adaptive maintenance is required because
business operates on a social environment and need of the organization
changes as organization ventures in to new areas, or as government regulation
policy changes, etc. Maintenance of the software to adapt to this kind of
changes is called adaptive maintenance. Unlike corrective maintenance, this
kind of activity adds value to the information system and affects a small part
of the organization. This activity is not as urgent as corrective maintenance
as these changes are gradual and allow sufficient time to the system group
to make changes to the software.
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l Perfective Maintenance: Adding new functionalities and features to
the software to make it more versatile and user oriented is the characteristics
of Perfective Maintenance. Some times, changes are made to improve
performance of the software. In some sense, this maintenance can be thought
of as a new development activity.

l Preventive Maintenance: The activity done to prevent system failure
by bringing  changes  to software for the system safe future and easy
maintenance comes under preventive maintenance. This reduces the need
of corrective maintenance.  Preventive maintenance could increase the volume
of transactions that can be handled by the system. Preventive maintenance
is done when the system is least used or not used at all. This does not add
value to the system, but certainly lowers the cost of corrective maintenance.
7.3.2 Issues Involved in Maintenance

The responsibility of the software development team and clients does not
end once the product is released for implementation and installed. It is very
important that the Software should be easily maintainable. Factors like
availability of source code, availability of system manuals, etc., are very
important for maintainability. One of the most important issues is the cost
factor for maintenance of software.

The following are various factors which affect the ease of maintenance:
l Volume of Defects: The inherent errors / bugs that are found in the

system after installation. Cost of maintenance increases with the increase
in volume of defects.

l Number of Customers: More number of customers means more
requests for changes in the system after installation.

l Availability of System Documentation: The quality and availability
of system documentation is vital to carry out the maintenance. Poorly written
system documentation increases the cost of maintenance. Most often, the
programmers for development are different than the team of programmers
for maintenance and the later often finds it difficult to understand a program
written by the former. Structured programming and program documentations
are very useful in maintaining the system

The following are various issues in Software Maintenance:
1. Organizational Issues

l The maintenance activity must align with organizational objectives.
l Most of the Software Maintenance activity is resource consuming

and it has no clear quantifiable benefit for the organization.
l Outsourcing the job of Software Maintenance
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2. Process Issues
l Software Maintenance requires a number of additional activities not

performed at development stage. Impact analysis and Regression tests on the
software changes are crucial issues
3. Technical Issues

How to construct software that it is easy to comprehend is a major issue
and the technology to do this is still not available.
4. Legacy System

A legacy system is typically a very old and large system which has been
modified heavily since it started operation. Legacy systems are based on old
technology with very little or no documentation. Dealing with a legacy system
can be very hard.
7.4 Types of Documentation

Documentation is one of the system which is used to communicate,
instruct and record the information for any reference or operational purpose.
They are very useful for representing the formal flow of the present system.
With the help of documentation it is very easy to track the flow of the system’s
progress and they working of the system can be expalined very easily.

It helps to provide the clear description of the work done so far. It is
essential that the documents prepared must be updated on regular basis.
This will help to trace the progress of work easily. With appropriate and good
documentation it is very easy to understand the “how aspects of the system
will work for the company where the system is to installed.” It is also helpful
to understand the type of data which will be inputted in the system and how
the output will be produced.

After the system is installed, and if in case the system is not working
properly it will be very easy for the administrator to understand the flow of
data in the system with documentation which will help him/ her to correct
the flaws and get the system working in no time.

Uses of Documentation
l It facilitates effective communication regarding the system between

the technical and the non technical users.
l It is very useful in training new users. With a Good documentation

new users can easily get acquainted with the flow of the systems.
l Documentation also helps the users to solve problems like trouble

shooting even a non technical user can fix the problems.
l It plays a significant role in evaluation process.
l It not only helps to exercise a better control over the internal working

of the firm, but it also external as well especially during audit.
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l Documentations can help the manager to take better financial
decisions of the organization.

Types of documentation include:
(1) Requirements Documentation—The statements that identify

attributes, capabilities, characteristics, or qualities of a system. This is the
foundation for what shall be or has been implemented.

Requirements documentation is the description of what particular
software does or shall do. It is used throughout development to communicate
what the software does or shall do. It is also used as an agreement or as the
foundation for agreement on what the software shall do. Requirements are
produced and consumed by everyone involved in the production of software:
end users, customers, product managers, project managers, sales, marketing,
software architects, usability experts, interaction designers, developers, and
testers, to name a few. Thus, requirements documentation has many different
purposes.The need for requirements documentation is typically related to the
complexity of the product, the impact of the product, and the life expectancy
of the software

(2) Architecture/Design Documentation—It defines the overview of
software.The documentation includes relations to an environment and
construction principles to be used in design of software components.

It contains Conceptual, Logical, and Physical Design Elements. The
purpose of preparing it is to create a common source to be used by all players
within the scene. The potential users are:

V Database Designer
V Database Developer
V Database Administrator
V Application Designer
V Application Developer
(3) Technical Documentation—This is what most programmers mean

when using the term software documentation. When creating software, code
alone is insufficient. There must be some text along with it to describe various
aspects of its intended operation. It contains documentation of code,
algorithms, interfaces, and APIs.

This documentation may be used by developers, testers and also the end
customers or clients using this software application.

(4) End user Documentation—The end user documentation describes
each feature of the program, and assists the user in realizing these features.
A good user document can also go so far as to provide thorough
troubleshooting assistance. It is very important for user documents to not be
confusing, and for them to be up to date.This are in the form of manuals for
the end-user, system administrators and support staff.
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There are three broad ways in which user documentation can be
organized:

1. Tutorial:A tutorial approach is considered the most useful for a new
user, in which they are guided through each step of accomplishing
particular tasks.

2. Thematic: A thematic approach, where chapters or sections
concentrate on one particular area of interest, is of more general
use to an intermediate user.

3. List or Reference: The final type of organizing principle is one in
which commands or tasks are simply listed alphabetically or logically
grouped, often via cross-referenced indexes.

(5) Marketing Documentation –For many applications it is necessary
to have some promotional materials to encourage casual observers to spend
more time learning about the product.

This form of documentation has three purposes:-
1. To excite the potential user about the product and in still in them

a desire for becoming more involved with it.
2. To inform them about what exactly the product does, so that their

expectations are in line with what they will be receiving.
3. To explain the position of this product with respect to other

alternatives.
4. To completely shroud the function of the product in mystery

7.4.1 System Requirements Specification
The ISO standard ISO/IEC 12207;1995 describes documentation “ as a

supporting activity to record information produced by a system development
life cycle process”

SRS is a set of complete and precisely stated properties along with the
constraints of the system that the software must satisfy. A well designed
software requirements specification establishes boundaries and solutions of
system to develop useful software.

Following is the structure ot a typical SRS document:
1. Introduction

This section should have system reference and  business objectives of
the document.It should contains goal and objectives of the software.The scope
of the document should also be discussed in this section.
2. Informative description about the system

This section contains the details of information flow in the system.It
should have information content of the system and their structure
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representation.It should describe sub-systems and System interface.A  detail
description of the problems that the software must solve.This section contains
the details of information flow, content,and structure are documented.
Hardware, Software and user interface are described for external system in
this section
3. Functional Description of the System

In this section the functional description of the system is discussed.The
restrictions/limitations are also described in this section.The performance
requirements and design constraints are also given in this section.Here the
diagram to represent the overall structure of the software is graphically given.
4. Tests and Validation Criteria

In this section the performance limitation of the system is given and the
expected software response are also discussed here.
5. Glossary

Definition of all technical or software-specific terms used in the document
is given in this section.
6. Bibliography

It has list and reference of all document that relate to the software.It also
has supplementary information to the specification discussed
7.4.2 System Design Specification

The System Design Specification (SDS) is a complete document that
contains all of the information needed to develop the system. Unlike the SRS,
the target audiences of this document are the implementation and testing
teams, so the SDS should be written at a more technical level.

This document does not attempt to restrict a team to a specific format
for producing the documentation. It merely sets up guidelines showing what
is required.

The major sections of the SDS should be:
1. Introduction
2. Project Scope
3. System Design
4. Component and Process Design
5. Data Design
6. User Displays and Output Reports
7. System Files
8. Prototype Description
9. Prototype Test Procedures

10. Prototype Analysis
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11. System Development and Project Management Schedules
12. Special Notes
13. Project Extensions
14. Appendices
The sections should be numbered as shown above, and the appendices

should be assigned capital letters. The design team may further organize their
document by adding subsections under these major sections where
appropriate for their particular system.

Each section of the SDS will be fully described in the following
subsections.
1. Introduction:

The introduction should be written during the architectural design
phase. It should provide an overview of the system, including a brief
description of each of the major functions or operations to be provided by
the system. There should also be a brief summary of the output capabilities,
user compatibility, and projected cost savings features of the system. The final
paragraph of the introduction should generally describe the rest of the
document and all its appendices.
2. Project Scope

The project scope should be written during the architectural design
phase. It should restate the system objectives and project constraints from
the SRS. Also include in this section a discussion of any other limitations
that the developers of the system may need to know in order to perform their
duties. This should include a general description of the hardware and
software interfaces of the system and the tools and equipment needed to
develop the system.

After the system design has been completed, this section should be
enhanced with a discussion of the degree of fulfillment of the system
objectives. Since these objectives have been written so that they are
measurable, the degree of fulfillment should be evaluated as specifically as
possible without a full implementation of the design.
3. Design Description

This section contains the final, verified versions of the graphical
representations of the architectural design. These diagrams should be derived
from the system diagram developed in the System Description Section (SRS).
Also include architectural charts and diagrams, such as structure charts,
which have been derived from the graphical system diagrams. It show all the
hardware components to be integrated and software processes to be
developed, as well as their invocation hierarchy. The architectural charts
should be arranged in hierarchical order, and each chart should have a
legend to enhance the description.
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4. Component and Process Design:
This section should contain a brief narrative which describes the

function of each hardware component and software process shown on the
structure charts. The format for this section should be adapted from that of
the process description of the SRS. Upon completion of the architectural
design phase, there should be a description for each component identified
in the previous section.

During the detailed design this section should be enhanced with a
graphical representation of each entity’s logic ( ie, hardware block diagram,
pseudo-code, etc.) These diagrams should be at a level of detail sufficient to
facilitate implementation. Each graphical representation should have a legend
containing:

(a) The name of the person responsible for its creation
(b) The date of creation
(c) The name of the last person to revise the diagram
(d) The date of that revision
(e) The nature of that revision
In general, integration and development should not require that the

specified control constructs be modified substantially.
5. Data Design

This section should consist of the final, verified version of the system data
dictionary. This dictionary should be derived from that developed in the Data
Flow Description Section of the SRS. It should be adapted during the
architectural design phase and substantially enhanced during the detailed
design. If any complex data structures are required (e.g. tables, linked lists,
trees, etc.), include diagrams showing the logical composition of the data
structures.
6. User Displays and Output Reports

This section should be completed during the architectural design phase.
It will contain descriptions of all the input and output displays and reports
available in the system. These descriptions should be arranged in the order
in which the user might access the displays and reports. This section may
read much like a user guide to the system.

Each of the displays and reports of the system should be drawn on a
separate page and surrounded with a box to show exactly how they will look
in the final system. Each menu of the system should be accompanied by a
narrative page which describes the menu, its usage within the software
system, and each option of the menu. Each data entry made should be
accompanied by a description of types of information required in each of the
entry fields, the order in which the fields must be filled in (if any), an
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indication of which fields must be filled in and which are optional, and a
description of how to move back and forth among entry fields (so that errors
may be corrected), and how to exit the menu.

For each of the output reports produced by the system, include an
example report along with a narrative page that contains the following
information:

(a) the purpose of the output
(b) the availability of the output
(c) a brief description of the output’s content
(d) any logical ordering to be imposed on the output
(e) a list of the items in the output, along with any formula’s which are

used to calculate them
7. System Files

The system files section should be completed during the architectural
design. In this context, a file may be a software logical file or hardware
physical file. Each file used by the system should be documented with the
following information. First, include a narrative which explains what type of
information is stored in the file. This narrative should tell how the file is
accessed (i.e., SAM, ISAM, VSAM, direct-linked, random access, etc.), list any
pointer files which reference the file, and show a structure diagram if the
records in the file are linked in any way. A file layout form should be created
for each file sowing the following information for each field in the file’s records:

(a) the fields position within the record (1st field, 2nd field, etc)
(b) the starting position of the field within the record (in bits or bytes)
(c) the field size (in bits or bytes)
(d) the fields type (alphanumeric, numeric, hexadecimal, alphabetic,

signed binary, binary, etc.)
(e) a brief description of the field
(f) the source of the information kept in this field, (user input, program

calculation, etc.).
At the beginning of each file layout form, include the logical name of

the file, the record length, and the actual name by which the file will be
referenced.

Once all of the files have been described, show a file-entity cross-
reference which shows how the processes, components, and files interact.
The cross-reference should show which processes or components create which
files, and which files provide input, output, or both for which entities.
8. Prototype Description

This section will define the prototype that the team will implement and
test during the second quarter of the course. It should be completed during
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the architectural design phase of the project. The prototype chosen should
illustrate a concept, verify a critical design decision or measure the degree
of accomplishment of key objectives. Estimated to be developed by the team
in about five weeks, it should be completely described so that there is no
misunderstanding between the team and the course administration as to the
size and scope of the prototype.
9. Prototype Test Procedures

This section should develop guidelines for completely testing the
prototype discussed above. Functional tests, i.e. tests which verify that
implemented processes are consistent with their original specifications,
should be included. These tests should specify inputs and expected outputs.
Software tests should, as a minimum standard, achieve branch coverage of
the design representation while testing boundary conditions, special values,
default initial values, and logically related inputs. After the prototype has
been implemented, each test should be updated with the actual results of
running the test.

Since the tests described above will not sufficiently test the full
implementation of the system, describe any additional testing procedures to
be performed on the full implementation, including the persons (positions)who
will be responsible for the design and execution of these additional test cases.
10. Prototype Analysis

The prototype was chosen to illustrate a concept, verify a critical design
decision or measure the degree of accomplishment of key objectives. After
the prototype has been implemented and tested, the team should discuss
what has been learned from the implementation in this section. Some teams
may find that design decisions should have been made differently, or may
need to reconsider some objectives of their system. In writing this section,
teams should realize that their project design has already been graded.
Criticisms of the design will not cause a team’s grade to be reduced. Rather
warranted criticisms will show that the team chose a relevant prototype and
performed a proper analysis of their system. This analysis would be very
helpful if the system was to be fully implemented, so properly discussed
criticisms would improve the team’s grade. Further, an absence of such
criticism will indicate that the prototype process was not meaningful.
11. System Development Schedules

This section will be set up during the architectural design phase and
updated during the detailed design, and prototype testing phases. It should
contain a revised project schedule (adapted from the schedules in the SRS)
which show:
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(a) the detailed activities planned for the next phase of the project
(b) the proposed activities for the remaining future phases of the project
Indicate any deadlines to be met, and the due dates for each of the

expected deliverables. Once again, while preparing these schedules keep in
mind the individual schedules.
12. Special Notes:

This section will be completed during the prototype testing phase. The
contents of this section will be highly project dependent. Some systems will
require a discussion of production and packaging considerations, resources
needed and costs associated with production, marketing strategies, price per
unit of the final system, number of unit sales required to break even, and
number of unit sales projected.

Some systems may require complicated installation procedures.
Designers of these systems should include complete installation instructions
and tests required to ensure proper installation.This section may also be used
to pass hints and notes to the implementation and testing teams.
13. Project Extensions

Almost any project could be extended and improved with more time and
money. This section, to be completed during the prototype testing phases,
should specifically describe those improvements and extensions for the
project. For each extension, generally estimate the projected costs and
benefits associated with its design, implementation, and integration
(including testing) within the current system. Specifically describe the
extension’s compatibility with the current design. The final paragraphs in this
section may contain a very general discussion of future interests associated
with the project.
14. Appendices

Include in appendices any other materials which are required to give
your specific project a more complete description. There should be appendices
containing lists of the prototype code, the names, addresses, and telephone
numbers of the people to contact regarding the design specification, and all
reference and background materials used during the design. Appendices may
also be used to display tabular data, excerpts from other documents, approved
changes from the SRS and any other information that may be useful in the
future.
7.4.3 Test Design Document

Test design is to ensure that all requirements are met through a series
of test procedures, increasing the probability of the software being capable
of what is needed and wanted by the client. Test design should start the
moment the system requirements have been approved and baselined.
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The test design changes/adapts during the system development
lifecycle’s iterations.

We must first take into consideration the testing phase in which the test
will be executed, as there are different types of test appropriate for testing:

l Security
l Performance
l Usability
l Compatibility
l Functionality
l And other phases testing
Once we have done this we then review the test plan, so as to understand

the context and framework within the test objectives are defined.
A test procedure template should be mandated as soon as it is possible

to be applied. This is to ensure:
l Consistency
l Completeness
l Repeatability

Figure 3
The above fig. describes the test design of a developed System
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Figure 4
The fig given above discuss the various verification method.
7.4.4 User Manual

A comprehensive user manual is prepared outlining the procedural
things to use the system. Actual conversion to the new system can be either
in phased manner or in just one instance depending on the situation.

A user guide or user’s guide, also commonly known as a manual, is
a technical communication document intended to give assistance to people
using a particular system. It is usually written by a technical writer, although
user guides are written by programmers, product or project managers, or
other technical staff, particularly in smaller companies.

User guides are most commonly associated with electronic goods,
computer hardware and software.
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Most user guides contain both a written guide and the associated
images. In the case of computer applications, it is usual to include
screenshots of the human-machine interface, and hardware manuals often
include clear, simplified diagrams.

The sections of a user manual often include:
l A cover page
l A title page and copyright page
l A preface, containing details of related documents and information

on how to navigate the user guide
l A contents page
l A guide on how to use at least the main functions of the system
l A troubleshooting section detailing possible errors or problems that

may occur, along with how to fix them
l A FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions)
l Where to find further help, and contact details
l A glossary and, for larger documents.

7.5 Summary
System testing is testing of the software in its totality after individual

modules had been tested. Different conversion plans are discussed like
software and hardware installation etc. Installation of a system is usually
moving from old system to a new system. Different methodology is adopted
for conversion/ installation like direct conversion, parallel conversion, phased
conversion, single location conversion Software maintenance is the activity
of modifying the software once it is delivered to the customer depending of
the requirement of the customer or to add additional functionalities to the
software. Software maintenance activity in general does not provide any
quantifiable benefit to the organization. Different maintenance activities are
adaptive maintenance, corrective maintenance, perfective maintenance and
preventive maintenance. Out of all maintenance activity, corrective
maintenance constitutes more than 60 percent of the total maintenance
activity.Accurate documentation can reduce system downtime, cut costs, and
speed up maintenance tasks.Documentation describes an information system
and helps the users, managers, and IT staff who must interact with it  User
documentation is a written document of visual and textual information about
the application and how to use it. Well-designed user documentation can
reduce training cost of the organization. Training of user is vital for success
of any system.
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7.6 Questions for Exercise
1. Define the term System Testing and discuss in brief each type.
2. What do you mean by Conversion Plan.Explain the various ways of

conversion plan.
3. Why maintenance is important and how it can done successfully.
4. Define the term ‘Documentation’.Explains its importance.
5. Define SRS and explain the structure of a typical SRS document.
6. Expain different types of documentation in detail.
7. Define System Design specification.Discuss its content.
8. Define Test Design Document and its use.
9. What do you mean by User Manual and  discuss its use for end user.

10. Why is documentation needed for any software?
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